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intra Class Activity

Role Play on Mathematics Day

RDPS

22nd December, 2017

Class V

intra Class Activity
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OBJECTIVES:

> To break the monotony of regular academic sessions.

> To enrich their creativity and talent of the students.

> To provide the students with an opportunity to showcase their literary skills.
. To inculcate rational and logical thinking.

DESCRIPTION:

"The highest levels of performance come to people who are centered, intuitive, creative, and reflective
- people who know to see a problem as an opportunity."

Deepak Chopra

Cire of Ine sk lis neeoed io De s!ccess'Lr. in the 21st century, elementary math is becoming an
increasingly important part of early chiidhood education.According to the National Association for the
Education of Young Children, the math skills that students learn at a young age build a founcjation for
future learning endeavors and can be a good indicator of whether or not young people will be able to
meet and overcome new challenges as they mature.

According to NAEYC, children shor^r a natural interest in mathcmatics ilt a young age, and it's
inlportant that parents and teachers take advantage of this critical time in a chilcj's education to build
the foundation that will allow that interest and engagernent to corrcinue well into adulthood.

Keeping the importance of Mathematics in perspective, ihe school celebrated Mathematics Day on 22nd
December wherein the students presented a role play on the famous mathematicians. It was
extremely impossible to select the best out of the lot as every single performer was praiseworthv in
itself. It was a pleasure to watch our smart children conduct themselves in such a disciplined mailner
and render the enjoyable content with such feeling and conviction.

At the end three best students were selected declared as winners. Winning the competition was a
matter of honor and pride not only for the individual participants but also for the classes that won.

These intra-school activities serve as a motivation for the students to make them understand their
worth and creativity and gives them an opportunity to outshine themselves.
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